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I . INTRODIJ(*TION 
It is well known that the local behavior of the sum function of a Fourier 
series with non-negative coefficients determines the asymptotic behavior of 
the coefficients and vice versa. A large volume of literature is collected in 
[2]. The following two theorems are due to Gonzalez-Fernandez [3] ([2, 
p. 25, Theorem 4.2 I ] ): 
THEOREM A. Let ;‘>, 2, h,,30 ullimately and let h, he the sine cod’ 
,fkienrs of g. For an integer j> I Ict x nrJ ‘h, converge. Then .fctr 
2?j < ;’ < 2(j + 1 ) the serirs x n; ‘h,, converges if and on1.v if 
.Y “(g(.u)-.\.x’(o)-s~R’1’(0)/3!- ‘.’ -.P’ ‘g’?’ “(0)/(2j- l)!jEL. (1.1) 
For 7 = Jj, x n; ‘(log n) h,, concergcc (f md only if ( 1.1 ) holds. 
THEOREM B. Let ;‘ 3 3, u,, >, 0 ultimate!, and let a, he the cosine CWC$ 
$cients qf.f: For an,: intcJger,j 2 0. 1c1 z n”u,, converge. Thenfor 2j + 1 -Z ;’ < 
2(j + I ) + I the series x n.’ ‘u,, converges if‘ and only> (f 
.\’ ’ (j‘(s) -j‘(O) - .Y;f”(o);2! - ” - .u?‘f“2”(0)!‘(2j)! ; E L. (1.2) 
For ;’ = Jj + 1, x n;’ ‘(log n ) (I,, concerges l/’ wd only [f  ( 1.2) holds. 
As indicated in Theorems A and B, the convergence of x n’ ‘h, when 
7 = 2j and the convergence of 1 n7- ‘a,, when 7 = 2j + 1 are not equivalent 
to (I .I ) and ( 1.2). The question was raised by R. P. Boas in [2, p. 25, 
Question 4.251: 
QUESTION I. What conditions are necessary and suffcient for x n2’ ‘/I,, 
or C n”a,, to converge? 
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The necessary and sufficient condition for C nb, < cc had in fact been 
obtained by Boas [ 1, Theorem 21. 
In this paper we shall prove a group of results concerning Lipschitz 
behavior of higher order derivatives off and g, which will provide a com- 
plete answer to Question 1. As indicated in Theorems 4 and 5 in the next 
section, the convergence of C n**- ‘b, and C nVa, are equivalent to 
Lipschitz conditions but not to integrabilities. 
There is a general principle that a Fourier series with non-negative coef- 
ficients tends to behave as well at all other points as it does at the origin. 
The following question was raised by Boas [2, p. 25, Question 4.261: 
QUESTION 2. Extend Theorems A and B involving integrability at 
points other than 0. 
In the next section we shall see that Corollaries 1 and 2 in this paper 
provide a partial answer to Question 2 when y is not an odd integer in 
Theorem A or when it is not an even integer in Theorem B. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Throughout the rest of this paper we shall assume that a, >O, b,>O 
(n = 1, 2,...), the Fourier series g(x) = Cp= I b,sin kx and f(x) = 
Cp= i ak cos kx converge everywhere. As usual f”” and g’“’ will denote the 
n th derivatives off’ and g, respectively. 
We shall also let /i, be the class of continuous function cp for which 
cp(x + h) + cp(x - h) - 2q(x) is uniformly Co(h). 
THEOREM 1. (sine) Let 0 < y < 1. For any integer j> 1 we have: 
-f k”+ I/,, = o(n2-Y) 
k=l 
(2.1) 
g “j- “(x) exists everywhere, g”“-*‘(o) = 0 (2dm<j) 
g’*j- ‘) E Lip y, 
(2.2) 
When y = 1 we have Theorems 2 and 3 replacing Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 2. (sine) For any integer j > 1, we have: 
i k”+ ‘bk = B(n) 
k=l 
(2.3) 
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g’” ’ ‘(x) exists pctywrhcre. g”“’ “(0) = 0 (2fmfj) 
(2.4) 
R t 21 ‘k/I*. 
THEOREM 3. (sine) Fur my infegrr ,jb 1, we haw: 
(2.5) 
c k2’b, sin kx has unijbrmf~ bounded partial sums 
if and only if 
R (2~ ‘l(x) exists everywhere, pm - 2’(O) = 0 (2GmGj) 
p/ “E Lip 1. 
(2.6) 
THEOREM 4. (sine) Let 0 c ;’ < I. For anI* inreger j 2 1 WC haor: 
f k’f- ‘b, = c(n’ i 1 (2.7) 
‘) = 0 (1 ,<m<i) 
(2.8) 
g’?/’ E Lip ;a, 
THEOREM 5. (cosine) Let 0 < ;’ < 1. For an?- integer j > 1 H-P hme: 
i ,&-(f(,+-‘) (2.9) 
k=I 
f(2”‘- “(0) = 0 
/‘a/ ’ ’ E Lip y. 
(1 d m <<j) 
(2.10) 
When ;‘= I, (2.7) and (2.9) reduce to Z;=,k2”‘b,=C!(L) and 
2; =, k’Jok = I’:( I ), or x3” k”+ ‘h, < CC and C I k” n, < CC, respectively. 
Hence Theorems4 and 5 together provide a complete answer to 
Question 1. 
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THEOREM 6. (cosine) Ler 0 < 7 < 1. For any integer j > 2 we have: 
(2.11) 
f “21 “(x) e.vists everywhere. pm “(0) = 0 (2 6 m ,<A 
ft2f 2, E Lip ;‘, 
(2.12) 
When 7 = 1, WC have the following Theorems 7 and 8 replacing 
Theorem 6: 
THEOREM 7. (cosine) For any integer j > 2 we have: 
i k2’uk = C(n) 
k=I 
(2.13) 
/“‘I “(x) e.ris1.v ecerylc~here. pm - 3’(O) = 0 (2 6 m <iI 
f'?' 21EA*. 
(2.14) 
THEOREM 8. (cosine) For anx integer j3 2 M’e have: 
i k’la, = (V(n) 
k= I 
(2.15) 
1 k2’ ‘ak sin kx has un$orm!J3 houndedparriul sums 
f12’ 2’(.r) exists everywhere, ,f”” “(0) = 0 (2 Q m 6.i) 
(2.16) 
.f f2/ -2E Lip 1, 
THEOREM 9. (cosine) Let ja 1 he an integer. We have: 
(i) When 0 < r < 1, the convergence of‘ &T= , k” +I ‘ak implies that f 
has a derivative up lo the (j - 1) th order, and.for euch LI E [0, n) 
(x-u) x ’ f(x) - ‘c’ (x- a)kj“k’(a)/k! 
> 
E L(u, n). (2.17) 
k 0 
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(ii) When r = 0, the conwrgenw of C; .. , k” + ’ ‘(log k) a, implies 
rhat j’ has u derivative up to the (,j - 1 ) th order. und thul (2.17 ) holds. 
It follows from Theorem B and Theorem 9 (puting r: + i = ;’ m 
Theorem 9) that: 
COROLLARY 1. (cosine) Lcr 130 he un inreyyr. 
(i) When 21+ 1 < ;’ < 2(1+ I ) + I und 7 # 21+ 2, the .following 
stutemcwts uw c~yuiculent: 
1 kT ‘uk is convergcwt, 
h -I 
(2.18 
s ;‘(f(s)-j’(O)-xff”(0)!2!- ... -.~*11“““(0)/(2j)!)~ L(0, n), (2.19 
.v I 
(.~--a) ; ,f(s)- C (x-a)/‘f”‘(a)ik! 
> 
~L(a,n), for ull u E [0, n). 
I, - 0 
(2.20) 
where N denotes the integer part of ;n. 
(ii) When y=2!+ I, (2.19) and (2.20) are equivalent to (2.21): 
I  
x k,’ ‘(log k ) uk is conwrgenr. (2.21) 
k- I 
THEOREM IO. (sine) Lcr .j 3 2 he an in&y. We have: 
(i) When 0 < x < I, the convergence q/‘x;= , k’ ’ ’ ‘h, implies rhur g 
has u dcrirutiw up to thr (,j- I )th order, and thut,for each aE [0, n) 
(s-u) 1 ’ g(.r) - ‘1’ (s- ujh g’k’(a)ik! 
i 
E L(u. n). (2.22) 
h 0 
(ii) When ct = 0, the corwergence oj‘ &!= , k” ’ ’ ‘(log k) hk imp1ic.s 
that g has u derivative up 10 the (j - 1) oh, and thar (2.22) holds. 
It follows from Theorem 10 and Theorem A that: 
COROLLARY 2. (sine) Ler I3 I he an infeger. 
(i) When 21< 7 < 2(1+ 1 ) and y  # 21+ I, the following statements ure 
equivalent: 
% 
,s, k;’ ‘h, is convergent, (2.23) 
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g(x) - c (x-a)& g’k’(a)/k! 
k-0 
for all a E [0, n), 
(2.25) 
where N denotes the integer part of 7. 
(ii) When 7 = 21, (2.25) and (2.24) are equivalent to (2.26): 
f kqlogk)h k is convergent. 
k-l 
(2.26) 
Corollaries 1 and 2 together answer Question 2 when y is not an odd 
integer in Theorem A and y is not an even integer in Theorem B. 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
The proofs of Theorems l-8 are based on the following theorems and 
lemmas, where Theorems C-F and Lemma 1 are due to Boas [ 11. 
THEOREM C ( [ 1, Theorem I I). Let i., 3 0 and i., be the Fourier sine or 
cosine cot$icient.s of cp (where cp = R or cp = f ). Then cp E Lip y (0 < y < 1) if 
and on1.v lf 
or equivalentl? 
,c, 2, = P(n ?) (3.1) 
, 
i ki.,=L”(n’ 7). 
k-1 
(3.2) 
THEOREM D ( [ 1, Theorem 21). The convergence of C:=, khk is 
equivalent to ei/her K E Lip 1 or g(x) = t?(x). 
THEOREM E ([ 1, Theorem 31). The condition 
f ak=8(l/n) 
k=n 
is equivalent to eitherfE A, orf(x)-f(O)=&(x). 
(3.3) 
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THEOREM F ([ 1, Theorem 41). We have: f~ Lip 1 if’ and only if (3.3) 
holds and C ka, sin kx has untformly bounded partial sums. 
LEMMA 1 ([l, Lemma 11). Let uk>O, o>fl>O. Then 
(3.4) 
is equivalent to 
kf/k=“(n”-“). (3.5) 
LEMMA 2. For each integer j>, 0, the quantity G(j, u) = sin u - u + 
u3/3!- . . . +(-ly+’ u2j+‘/(2j+ l)! is of constant sign for all u > 0. 
Furthermore, ifO<u< 1 then IG(j, u)l >/u2j’3/(2(2j+3)!). 
LEMMA 3. For each integer j& 0, the quantity F(j, u) = cos u - 1 + 
u2/2!- . . . +(-ly'+' u2j/(2j)! is of constant sign for all u > 0. Furthermore, 
ifOdu61 then IF(j,u)(>u’tt2/(2(2j+2)!). 
Proof of Lemmas 2 and 3. It follows from elementary calculus and 
induction that G(j, u) and F(j, u) are of constant sign for u > 0. On the 
other hand, Taylor’s expansion gives sin u = u - u3/3! + . . . + ( - 1)’ u2j+ ‘/ 
(2j+l)!+(-l)‘+‘~“~~cos8/(2j+3)!, and cosu=l-u*/2!+ ... + 
(- 1)’ u2j/(2j)! + (- l)j+ ’ u*~+~ cos 6’/(2j+ 2)!, where 8, 0’ E (0, u). If 
0 6 u d 1, both cos 0 and cos 8’ are greater than cos 1 > l/2 and the results 
follow. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Without loss of generality, we assume 0 <x < rc. 
First suppose that (2.1) holds. By Lemma 1 we have 
f k2j -- ‘bk = (J(n y). (3.6) 
k=n 
Since C” k3-l b, converges, C” k”-’ bk cos kx converges uniformly and 
the series g(x) =Cp= i b, sin kx can be termwise differentiated for 
2j- 1 times. Hence g’“- l’(x) exists everywhere, g’2m-2)(x) = 
Ckm_1(-1) m+1k2m-2bksinkx, g(“+‘)(x)=C,“=,(-l)“+’ k2”‘-‘bkcoskx, 
g(2”-22)(0) = 0 (m = 1, 2,..., j). Applying Theorem C with q(x) replaced by 
g@- “(x) and ;1, replaced by k2j- ’ b,, we see that (3.6) implies (2.2). This 
proves the necessity part of the theorem. 
Conversely, if’(2.2) is satisfied then g’*j- ‘) is continuous and 
g’2J.- “(t) -g (*J.- “(0) = O(ty). (3.7) 
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Integrating both sides of (3.7) over [O. x] for 2j- 1 times we obtain 
g(x) - xg’(0) - x3g’3’(o)/3! - . . . - xzj- ‘g’2’ - ‘)(0)/(2j- 1 )! 
= lqx 2J- I+7 ). (3.8) 
From (3.8) we have g(x) =Lr:(x) and by Theorem D we have 
xl:, kh, < W. Hence x:;i”=, kh, cos kx converges uniformly and the series 
g(x) = xc;- , h, sin kx can be termwise differentiated, g’(x) exists, g’(x) = 
x.;:. , kh, cos kx and 
% 
g’(O)= c kh,. 
&:I 
(3.9) 
For brievity we shall give the proof forj = 2 only. The proof forj= 1, 3,4,... 
follows the same iteration. 
From (3.9) and (3.8) we have xF=, b,(sin kx - kx) = 
g(x) - xg’(0) = C,(.Y’). Since (sin kx - kx) is of constant sign (Lemma 2) we 
have 
i h,(kx)‘(sin kx - k.x)/(kx)’ = (“(.x3) (n = 1, 2,... and 0 < nx < I ). 
h=I 
(3.10) 
Putting x = l/n in (3.10) we have (from Lemma 2) 
c;-, (k/n)3 h& = C(n ‘), or x;i I k3hk < co. Hence the series 
g(x) = I,“;, h, sin kx can be termwise differentiated for 3 times, g”‘(x) 
exists and g”(x) = Et=, k’h&( - 1) cos kx. From (3.8) we then have 
gi: , btJ:in kx - kx + (kx)‘/3!) = g(x) -q’(O) + x’g”‘jO)/3! = 0(x3 + ‘) 
case j= 2). Consequently, 1; ii , (kx) h,(sin kx - kx + 
(kx)“3!)/(kx)‘= Cr(x3 +j ). Putting x= l/n in the last expression we obtain 
(from Lemma 2) x;-‘=, k’n .‘b, = G(n 3 ‘), and (2.1) follows. This prove 
(2.2) * (2.1) for j = 2. The proof for j = 1, 3, 4 ,... follows the same line. 
From the proof we see that condition (3.7) is suficient for glzJ’- “E Lip y. 
This shows that the Lipschitz behavior of g’*‘- ‘j(x) propagates from a 
neighborhood of the origin to all other points. From (2.2) we have 
g (IJ “( 0 -g(” “(a) = lc( It - (I/;‘); and integrating the last expression over 
[a. .r] for 2j- I times we obtain 
g(x) -g(u) - (x - a) g’(u) - (x - a)2 g”(a) - ..’ - (x - a)” ’ g’” “(a) 
= &(lx-42/ -’ ‘7) for all a, x E [0, lc]. 
Thus condition (3.8) propagates from the origin to all other points u in 
[0, n]. This phenomenom also happens in the proofs of Theorems 2-8. 
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The proofs of Theorems 2-8 follow the same idea as that of Theorem I. 
and for brievity we shall only give the key steps in the proofs. 
Proof of Theorem 2. From (2.3 ) we have (by Lemma I ) 
X:=, k”-. ‘h, = C”( l/n) and the convergence of C;; ’ k2’- ‘h,. Consequently 
g (*’ “(x) exists, K’~“’ *I(X) = xc= ’ ( - 1 )“I+ ’ k2” ‘h, sin kx (2 <m <j) 
and g’*‘-” (x)=~;-, (-l)“‘k2’ ‘h, cos kx. Applying Theorem E with 
f{;)- ‘y$aced by g’” -l’(x) and ak replaced by k*‘. ‘h, we obtain 
g E.. 
Conversely, from (2.4) we have (g”’ “(0 + .u) +g”’ “(0 - ?1))/2 - 
g ‘2, l’(())~p- ‘yy)-p “(0) = I”(x). Integrating both sides of the last 
expression over [O, X] for 2j- 1 times we obtain g(x)-q’(0) - 
x3g’3’(())j3! - . - .y*/ ‘g’“’ “‘(0)/(2j- I)! = fl(.~*‘). and hence R(X) = 
I’(X). Applying Theorem D, Lemma 2 and arguing as in the proof of 
(2.2)*(2.1) we have 1; _ , (k-u) ‘J + ’ h,(sin kx - kx + (kx)3/3! - . . + 
(- I )‘(k.u)” ‘/(2j- l)!)j(kx)“’ ’ = C’(x”) (0 < n?c < I ). Putting .Y = Iin in 
the last expression and applying Lemma 2 again we obtain (2.3). 
Prwf‘of Thrarem 3. From (2.5) we have by Lemma 1 I$=. k*’ ‘hk = 
cl4 l/n), and therefore g’Zm *l(x) = x;-;, ( - 1 )“‘+ ’ k2” *h, sin k.r 
(2 6 m <.ih g”“’ “(s) = x;= I ( - ,)“‘+ ’ k*” ‘h, cos kx (1 <m <j). Apply- 
ing Theorem F with f(x) replaced by g’>’ “(x) we obtain g’” “E Lip 1. 
Conversely, from (2.6) we have g”’ ’ ‘(x) - g’“’ ’ ‘(0) = C’ (x). Integrating 
both sides of the last expression for 2j- 1 times we obtain K(X) - .ug’(O) - 
.U3‘$$3’(0),/3! - . . - x2’ ‘g”’ “(O)/(i?j- l)!=C(x”). It follows that 
g(.~)= c(x). Applying Theorem D and arguing as in the proof of 
(2.2) =a (2.1) we have 1;;. , hk(sin kx - kx - ... - (kx)“‘. ‘!(2j- I )!) = 
u(.?‘). By Lemma 2 we have x; cI (kx)“+ ‘h, = e,(.u”) whenever 0 <KY f I. 
Putting .Y = l/n we obtain x; , k *j+ ‘h, = C’(n), and by Lemma 1 we have 
C;_. ,, k” ‘h, = f( l/n). Hence g’*’ “(x) = x:I;‘=, ( - 1 )‘I+ “k” ‘h, cos kx, 
and applying Theorem F with g”’ “(x) replacingf‘(x) we obtain (2.5). 
Proqf of Throrrm4. We first give the sketch for the proof of the 
necessity part. Let (2.7) be satisfied. If 0 < ;’ < I, by Lemma 1 we have from 
(2.7) x;in k”h, = (?(n ‘), which implies that ~“~‘(.r) = 
c;= , ( - 1)” k*“b, sin kx (I bm Q.j). Applying Theorem C with q(x) 
replaced by g”“(~) we obtain g’2J’ E Lip 7. On the other hand, when ‘/ = 1 
we have from (2.7) C;: _ ’ k 2J+ ‘hk =&(I), or the convergence of 
1;. , k” ’ ‘h,. Hence g’““(x) = &‘=, ( - I )” ‘k”h, sin kx. By Theorem D. 
from the convergence of &- , k2’ + ‘bk we have grzJ’ E Lip 1. This proves the 
necessity part. 
For the proof of the sufficiency part we note that on integrating 
g’*“(x) -g”“(O) =0(x’>) over [0, x] for 2j times we have 
g(x)-xg’(0)-x3g’3’(0)/3! - ... -x2’ ‘g”‘- “(O)/(gj- l)! = IC(.uzJ’ ?). 
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Arguing as in the proof of (2.2) * (2.1) we obtain from the last expression 
i b,(sinkx-kx+ ... +(-l~+‘(k.~)~’ ‘/(2j-l)!)=Cr(,~~‘+~). 
k-l 
Applying Lemma 2, etc., we finally arrive at 
f (kx)“” h,<2(2j+ I)! i (k~)~“‘h, 
k-l k-l 
x lsin ks - kx + . . + (- 1 Y”(k.u)‘‘-‘!(2j- l)!l/(k.~)~‘+’ 
whenever 0 6 n.r 6 1. 
Putting x= l/n we obtain (2.7). 
Proof‘ of Theorem 5. First let (2.9) hold. When 7 = 1 we have 
x;- I kZ’uk < cc, and when 0 < 7 < 1 we have by Lemma 1 I,“=, k2J ‘uk = 
E(n -;‘). In either case x;= I k” ‘uk < rj, and consequently JtZrn I’(X) = 
x.k’= , ( - 1)“’ k2” ‘u/; sin k.u ( 1 6 m <j). If 7 = 1, it follows from Theorem D 
(with 1‘“’ “(.Y) replacing g(.r)) that ,f”j “E Lip 7. On he other hand, if 
0 < ;’ < 1, applying Theorem C with f” l’(s) replacing (p(x) we obtain 
’ ’ E Lip ;‘. This proves (2.9) Z- (2.10). 
“Conversely, from (2.10) we have .f”J - ” (.y) -1“2’ “(0) = tqx?). 
Integrating the last expression for 2j- 1 times WC have 
./‘(.r) -.f‘(O) - .?f”(O)/2! - .. -x2’-- y-“’ ?‘(O)/@- 2)! 
= c(x2’- I “), 
Arguing as in the proof of (2.2) = (2.1) (except that Lemma 3 is applied 
instead of Lemma 2) we finally arrive at 
C( x2’ ’ + ;‘) = If‘(x) -f(O) - .Y’f”(O)i2! 
- “‘--T 2/ fft2j- “(0)/(2j-2)!1 
= ,$, 0, lcos kx - 1 + (kx)‘!‘2! 
+ ... + (- 1 )” ‘(k.v)Z’- 2/(?j-2)!1 
b((Jj)!) ’ i (k.V)2’Uk, 
k-l 
provided that 0 < nx 6 1. 
Putting .r = lin we obtain (2.9). 
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Proof‘ c!/‘ Uworon 6. First let (2.1 I ) be satislied. By Lemma I we have 
xi- ,, k2’ 2uh = t’(t? :‘). Hence ,/“2”’ “(x) = 1; , ( - 1 )“I A-“” ‘uk sin k.~ 
(l<m<j-l),l”?’ ?‘(.u)=E.;..,(-IYk- ” ‘~1~ cos k.u. and it follows from 
Theorem C that ,j“” “E Lip ;‘. 
On the other hand. if (2.12) is satisfied, then integrating 
/“” ‘I(s) -./“I “(0) = C (.u;) for 2j- 2 times, and arguing as in the proof 
of (2.10)*(2.9) we obtain 
f(s) -,f(O) -x-'1“'(0)/2! - .'. - 2 y2' 2'(0);(2j- 2)! 
= i u,(cosk.u-1 +(ks)/2!- ... +(-1y+'(kx)2' 2,/(2k-2)!) 
h.-I 
= ("(,y?' 2 I :'), 
By Lemma 3 again we have 
,$, (kx)~u, d ((2j)!) i (kx)2' Uk lcos kx - I + (kx)2/2! 
k-1 
- ". +(-I)'+'(kx)~~-2,!(2j-2)!l/ykx)2' 
= p(.y2/ 2 t "), 
provided that 0 6 17s 6 I. 
Putting .Y = l/n we obtain (2.11). This proves Theorem 6. 
Proof of Theorem 7. First let (2.13) hold. By Lemma 1 we have 
&!- ,, k” 2ak = I<( l/n). which implies that f’2m - ‘j(x) = &. 1 ( - 1)“’ 
k’” ‘a,sink.x (1 <m<j-l), fi2’ *‘(x)=~/=, (-l)‘+‘ka ‘a,cosk.r. 
By Theorem E (with/(-u) replaced byJ“” ‘l(x)) we have f”’ “G A,. 
Next if (2.14) is satisfied, then .f”’ “(x) -.f’” “(0) = (J”’ “(0 +x) + 
f’?’ “(0 - .r))/2 -,f 12’ ?‘(O) = C(.u). Integrating f (?’ “(x-) -.f”’ .- “(0) = 
c’(s) for 2j- 2 times we obtain 
f(x)-.1‘(O)-stf'"(O):'2! - ... -x2' ff"' yo)/(2j-2)! =C'(s2 '). 
Applying Lemma 3 to the last expression and arguing as in the proof of 
(2.10) * (2.9) we have x.,” =, (kx)” uk = C(xzJ- ‘) (0 < nx < I ), and on 
putting x = l/n we obtain (2.13). This proves Theorem 7. 
Proof of Theorem 8. We first prove that (2.15) implies (2.16). By 
Lemma I, (2.15) implies xc.- n k*’ *uk = c’( I/n). Hence f’2m- “(x) = 
C;_, (-I)” a,k2” ’ sin kx (I < m < j-l) and f" "(x) = 
I;=, ( - 1 y + ’ k" ‘ali cos kx. Applying Theorem F (with f (2i “(x) replac- 
ing,f(.u)) we obtain .j”” “E Lip 1. 
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Conversely, if f’” 2, E Lip 1 is satisfied, then on integrating/‘“- 2)(x 
.[“I “(0) = I!:(x) for 2j - 2 times we have 
f(x) -f(O) - .x9-“(0)/2! - ’ . - .r’J.- ‘f’” “(0)/(2j- 2)! = &(x~~--- I). 
I- 
Arguing as in the proof of (2.10) * (2.9) we obtain ((2j)!)- ’ 1; =, (k.u)“u, 
6 Cx-“:, a, Jcos kx-l+(kx)‘/2!- ... +(-l)‘(kx)” ‘/(2j-2)!( = 
c (x2’ ‘), whcrc O<nxd 1. Putting .x= l/n we obtain x;. , k2’u, = C(n). 
On the other hand, applying Theorem F (with f(x) replaced by f”’ - “(x) 
and (I~ replaced by k 2’ 2uk WC see that ,f”’ -*‘E Lip 1 implies that 
x k”‘. ‘a,sin ks has uniformly bounded partial sums. 
This proves Theorem 8. 
Proof of’ Theorem 9, Both the convergence of xc-. , k’+/ ‘uk and 
E.k”=, k”” ‘(log k) uk imply that JQ=, k’ ‘uk < ‘m, and the uniform con- 
vergence of xi--, ( - I )’ ’ k’ ’ a, sin kx and x;= , ( - 1 )‘- ’ k’ - ‘uk cos kx. 
Hence x.;= , uk cos kx can be termwise differentiated for j - I times, and 
f” “(.u) = f (- l)J,‘2 k’- ‘uk sin kx (ifj is even ) 
k .I 
= ‘f ( - 1 )I’- “E k’- ‘a, cos kx (ifj is odd). 
k-l 
We have for each QE [O, n], 
,px-u, 2 '//(X)--:~~(X-~~llln(rr)jn!l dx 
= 
i 
<y (,y-a).-" ' f uk {coskx-cosku+k(x-u)sinku 
h-1 
- ... +(x-u)’ ‘kJ ‘(-+(sin,cos)ku)/(j- I)!} Ilx, 
where k (sin, cos) ka = ( - 1 )J” sin ku or = ( - I )(‘- “!’ cos ka 
according to whether j is even or j is odd. The value of the last integral is 
not exceeding 
i jn Ouk” = ’ lcos k(u + a) - cos ku + ku sin(ka) 
k lo 
- ... +d-‘kj ‘(+(sin,cos)ko)/(j-l)! du (u=x-a) 
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‘I. ’ ‘uk Icos(r + ka) - cos k~ + r sin(ka) 
. . . +c’ ‘( * (sin, cos) krr):‘( j- I )!I dc (r= ku) 
rk(n u, 
+I 
1: = ’ IS(c. k)l dc 
dI 
= K+ f. k”” ‘uk{l+Jj, 
k - .Z 
say, where N is a positive integer such that k(n - a) > 1 whenever k > N. 
and K > 0 is some constant. By Talor’s expansion we have 
S( u, k) = cos( I: + ku) - cos(ka) + L‘ sin( ku) 
+ . + 1” ‘(-t(sin,cos)ku)/(j- I)! 
= L\‘( i (~0s. sin ) 0)/j!, where ~30, 0~ 0~ ku. 
WealsohaveIS(r,k)l62+c+r’+...+tJ ‘<2jc’~‘whenc>,l.Hcncc 
= K, if O<cr< I: 
=K+Klogk, if r=O. 
where K denotes some positive constant. It follows that 
i k”l ‘akfl+J)=K i k”” ‘uk. if O<z< I; 
h ,\ /. - ., 
=K+K i k”” ‘logka,, if 3=0. 
k .A’ 
This proves Theorem 9. 
The proof of Theorem 10 is analogous to that of Theorem 9 and will be 
omitted. 
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